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In the annals of science, the name Katharine Burr Blodgett stands as a
beacon of brilliance and innovation. Born on January 10, 1898, in
Schenectady, New York, Blodgett embarked on an extraordinary journey
that would forever transform the world of optics and pave the way for
modern technology.

The Call to Science: A Passion Ignited

From a young age, Blodgett exhibited an unyielding curiosity for the natural
world. She excelled in mathematics and science, and her passion for
knowledge led her to pursue a degree in chemistry at Bryn Mawr College. It
was there that she encountered the renowned chemist Irving Langmuir,
who became her mentor and lifelong collaborator.

Langmuir's groundbreaking research on surface chemistry inspired
Blodgett to explore the molecular properties of matter. Together, they
developed a method for creating thin, transparent films on glass surfaces,
called Langmuir-Blodgett films. These films possessed remarkable optical
properties, including the ability to reflect or absorb light based on their
thickness.

Invisible Glass: A Revolutionary Invention

In 1935, Blodgett made a serendipitous discovery that would revolutionize
the field of optics. While examining a Langmuir-Blodgett film under a
microscope, she noticed a strange phenomenon. When the film was
illuminated with light, it appeared completely invisible, as if it had vanished
into thin air.
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This groundbreaking discovery led to the invention of invisible glass, a
material that could control the reflection and transmission of light without
obscuring the view. Invisible glass found immediate applications in military
technology, where it was used to create anti-reflective coatings for aircraft
windshields and optical instruments.

Women in STEM: Breaking Barriers

Blodgett's achievements as a scientist were remarkable not only for their
scientific brilliance but also for the barriers she broke as a woman in a
male-dominated field. In an era when women faced significant obstacles in
pursuing scientific careers, she persevered with determination and
excellence.

Blodgett's groundbreaking work paved the way for future generations of
women in STEM fields. She served as a role model and inspiration, proving
that women could make significant contributions to the advancement of
science and technology.

Legacy of Innovation: Shaping the Modern World

Katharine Blodgett's invention of invisible glass had a profound impact on
the development of modern technology. Invisible coatings are now used in
countless applications, from eyeglasses and camera lenses to computer
screens and solar panels.

Her work also laid the foundation for other groundbreaking technologies,
including self-cleaning surfaces, anti-fog coatings, and reflective displays.
The legacy of her innovations continues to shape our world today.

21st Century Junior Library: Inspiring Young Minds



The 21st Century Junior Library is proud to present "Katharine Blodgett and
Invisible Glass," a captivating book that brings the life and work of this
scientific pioneer to young readers. Through engaging storytelling and
vibrant illustrations, this book ignites a love for STEM and inspires future
generations of innovators.

Join Katharine Blodgett on her extraordinary journey of scientific discovery
and witness how her brilliance and determination changed the world
forever.
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